
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The types of home linens that consumers own, and what types of home
linens consumers are most interested in

•• How recently consumers made their last home linen purchase and the
reasons that consumers are purchasing home linens

•• Where consumers prefer to purchase home linens and what factors go into
their home linen decisions

•• How consumers feel about home linens and what purpose they serve in
their home

Home linens are a household staple, yet most consumers approach the
category with a functional mindset, challenging significant sales growth. What’s
more, the recently reinvigorated appreciation for the home spurred purchases
as adults sought to create a comfortable home that echoed their style interests,
potentially resulting in longer replacement cycles.

Still, opportunities exist in the home linens category for brands to emphasize
product innovations, especially innovations that deliver health benefits or a
higher quality product. Focusing on younger demographics that are engaged
and willing to spend in the category as their home takes shape presents the
strongest opportunity for market players.
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“The past few years have
prompted consumers to focus
on re-examining their home
space. For many, the home is
an extension of self, and
consumers seek home linens
that complement their unique
personalities. However,
consumers expect their home
linens to provide health and
beauty benefits in addition to
being aesthetically pleasing.”
– Dorothy Kotscha, Health
Analyst
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Figure 9: Cultiver Instagram post, 2023
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Figure 10: Resore Instagram post, 2022
Figure 11: Prose Instagram post, 2022

• DTC brands recognize the limitations of online only
presence

• Standard Fiber unveils new weaving technology set to
change towel fabric

• Sustainable materials resonate with eco-conscious
shoppers
Figure 12: Pottery Barn Instagram post, 2022

• Functional benefits help brands stand out
Figure 13: Home linens ownership, 2023

• Keep women in mind
Figure 14: Home linens ownership, by gender, 2023

• Younger consumers present the greatest ownership
potential
Figure 15: Home linens ownership, 2023

• More than half of adults made a purchase in last six months
Figure 16: Length of time since last home linens purchase,
2023

• Despite younger shopper’s recent purchases, don’t rule them
out
Figure 17: Length of time since last home linens purchase, by
generation, 2023

• Replacement drives home linen purchases
• In their own words:

Figure 18: Reason for last home linens purchase, 2023
• Younger consumers focus on personalizing their space

Figure 19: Reason for last home linens purchase, 2023
• Change of season is a time for Hispanic consumers to

refresh their home style
Figure 20: Reason for last home linens purchase, by Hispanic
origin 2023

• Consumers splurge most on the rooms that support their
lifestyle interests
Figure 21: Home linens by room, 2023
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• Millennials invest in higher traffic communal areas
Figure 22: Home linens by room, by generation, 2023

• In-store experience plays a role in most home linen
purchases
Figure 23: Purchase channel, 2023

• Millennials open to shopping in-store or online
Figure 24: Purchase channel, by generations, 2023

• Consumers turn to mass to fulfill all home needs, including
linens
Figure 25: Purchase channel by product type, 2023

• Price and longevity remain top-of-mind
Figure 26: Purchase factors, 2023

• Younger consumers see home linens as an investment
Figure 27: purchase factors, by generation, 2023

• High income households seek eco-responsible linens
Figure 28: Purchase factors, by income, 2023
Figure 29: Coyuchi Instagram post, 2023

• Personalization, health benefits capture strong interest
Figure 30: Attitudes about home linens, 2023
Figure 31: Sleepletics Instagram post, 2020

• Younger consumers show interest in curated home linens
Figure 32: Select attitudes about home linens, by gender,
2023
Figure 33: Third & Main Instagram post, 2022

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

• Bedding linens cover most of linen market
Figure 34: TURF analysis – Home linen ownership, 2023
Figure 35: Table – TURF analysis – 2023

• Factors motivating consumers to purchase new linens

PURCHASE CHANNELS AND PRODUCT TYPES

PURCHASE FACTORS

ATTITUDES TOWARD HOME LINENS
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Figure 36: TURF analysis – Purchase motivators, 2023
Figure 37: Table – TURF analysis – Purchase motivators, 2023

• Price and durability salient factors behind home linen
purchases
Figure 38: TURF analysis – Purchase factors, 2023
Figure 39: TURF analysis – Purchase factors, 2023

• Methodology
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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